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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the April edition of the GRI Newsletter. This month, read about GRI's call

for new governance body members, find out which languages the G4 Guidelines are

now available in, and learn about the financial sector's growing awareness of the

importance of uniformity and transparency in sustainability reporting.

Calling new members for two of

GRI's governance bodies

GRI is seeking one new member for its

Board of Directors and eleven new

members for its Stakeholder Council ‒

two of GRI’s governance bodies that

oversee its reporting guidance and

activities. The open call for nominations

for both the Board and SC runs for a

two-month period from 10 April to 10

June 2014. Read more

G4 now available in 10 languages

Last December, GRI announced the publication of the first four

G4 translations. Since then, the Guidelines have been made

available in a further six languages. This article takes a look at

the G4 translation process and covers some frequently asked

questions. Read more
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Increasing efforts from investors for a uniform

reporting standard

In two recent key announcements, the world’s largest

investors and stock exchanges signaled a growing awareness

of the importance of uniformity and transparency in

sustainability reporting within the financial sector. Read more

The trending topic of transparency at GLOBE 2014

Over 1,800 delegates from 45 countries convened in

Vancouver recently for GLOBE 2014. GRI played a major role at

the summit by hosting the ‘Transparency Track’, which

brought the topic of corporate transparency to the table for

the first time in GLOBE’s 24-year existence. Read more

This month's featured reports - spotlight on Premier

Oil

This month, the spotlight is on Premier Oil – an independent

British oil company with gas and oil interests in the UK, Asia

and Africa. Read on to find out why sustainability is important

to the company, and how it has set out on the reporting

journey. Read more

GRI welcomes new OS: Featuring the Department of

Transport Abu Dhabi

Al Jazeeara International Catering LLC - UAE; bremenports

GmbH & Co. - Germany; Etica y Estrategia consultores - 

Mexico; Macondo publishing GmbH - Germany; NextGen PMS - 

India; OFI REIM - France; RGA - Italy; SKF Group - Sweden; 

VXL Instruments Limited - India. Read more

Upcoming events

30 April - 1 May, CERES Conference 2014, Boston

8 May, Workshop Nachhaltige und transparente

Unternehmensführung von KMUs in der Schweiz, Bern

View GRI's full Events Calendar

Follow GRI Online
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